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CHAINON LANDS IN SERIE A

Empoli FC becomes partner of ChainOn and will offer its sponsorships through
the digital marketplace of sports sponsorship

ChainOn has reached a partnership agreement with Empoli Football Club, which thus becomes
the 1st Serie A soccer club to offer its sponsorships through www.chainon.it/en/, the digital

marketplace for buying and selling sponsorships in which agreements are reached through the
use of proprietary algorithms, artificial intelligence and blockchain.

The agreement with Empoli is part of ChainOn “Innovation Partnership” Project, the spearheading
launch of the marketplace. ChainOn aims to revolutionize the world of sponsorship through
disintermediation, digitization of processes and smart contracts, a blockchain tool that allows
contracts to be signed with the validity of traditional ones, but negotiable in hours and not weeks
or months, with active functions to define and liquidate variable fees linked to communication
results (such as TV audience or number of followers on social media) and with the possibility of
reaching agreements even for short periods, such as a single match.

A killer application to liquidate unsold sponsorships in Serie A whose value, last season, exceeded
€ 40 million.

Thanks to the partnership, Empoli FC will be able to offer its sponsorships on ChainOn's
reserved-area. Here, investors (local, national and international companies) and vendors (sports
clubs, federations, leagues, event organizers), thanks to technology, meet, exchange information,
negotiate and sign agreements. All under the banner of innovation, transparency and savings:
commissions on buying and selling on ChainOn are 97% less than the average commission charged
by the market (3% instead of 15%).

Until June 30, registration on www.chainon.it/en/ includes zero fees for subscription and
commissions on trades reduced from 3% to 1%.

Fino al 30 giugno la registrazione su www.chainon.it/en/ prevede l’azzeramento
dell’abbonamento e commissioni sulle compravendite ridotte dal 3 all’1%.

STATEMENTS

Giovanni Palazzi - ChainOn Founder and CEO
"We are particularly proud of this agreement, concluded with an important and historical club of
Italian soccer such as Empoli, which aims to consolidate, not only from a sporting point of view.
Empoli immediately sensed the revolutionary scope of ChainOn, understanding that blockchain is
not only NFT and cryptocurrency, but a decisive step change towards the digitization of processes
first and foremost. We want to accompany Empoli and the clubs that decide to join the
marketplace across this futuristic but necessary revolution of the world of sponsorship and media
rights."
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________________
CHAINON (www.chainon.it/en/) ChainOn is the digital marketplace of sponsorship based on Proprietary Algorithms,
Blockchain and Artificial Intelligence. It enables the matching of supply (organizers, clubs, testimonials) and demand
(sponsors, broadcast, media centers) in sports sponsorship and, in the near future, in cultural sponsorship and
entertainment, a market that in the World is worth over $57 billion, in Italy over $1.2 billion.
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